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Grand challenge: 

Design automated systems that are 
both robust in the face of unusual 
natural or accidental events and secure
against deliberate attack



Robustness and Security at Odds

Improved robustness can reduce security: After the recent Tesla 

update to Autopilot 8.0, radar can force automatic braking without 

cross-validation from camera



Robustness and Security at Odds

The security of automotive radar systems against deliberate attack is 

weak because the standard FMCW waveform is trivially predictable

Booker, “Mutual interference of mm-wave radar systems.” (2007)



Robustness and Security in Unison 

Having many subsystems with non-overlapping failure modes 

improves both robustness and security
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Some form of precise GNSS will be required for 
poor-weather lane keeping in areas with few 
pre-mapped radar reflectors 



In low-visibility conditions, LIDAR and cameras will fail.  If pre-mapped 

radar reflectors are too sparse, lane keeping may be compromised







We should be designing for Level 6: 
Continued operation under conditions in which 
a human couldn’t manage  



Current Affiliates:  

Toyota, Honda, Qualcomm, AT&T, National Instruments, Fujitsu, Huawei



Q: What vehicle positioning techniques will
suffice for urban areas?



Light urban setting



Urban setting



Goal: Lateral position accuracy better than 30cm @ 95%, under 

all outdoor conditions. Satisfies integrity risk less than 10−6 for 12-ft 

lane width (highway) 





Dec. 2014: First successful RTK solution with a smartphone antenna.  But this 

was a rooftop test.  What about down on the streets? 



ublox M8T code-based solution

UT pprx code-based solution

UT pprx+ppengine CDGNSS solution



ublox M8T code-based solution

UT pprx code-based solution

UT pprx+ppengine CDGNSS solution 

(unavailable with current processing)



Q: How far can we push CDGNSS in urban areas?



ublox M8T code-based solution

UT pprx code-based solution

UT pprx+ppengine CDGNSS solution

2-meter errors in WAAS-

aided code-based solutions
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Corrections uncertainty is a highly nonlinear 

function of density. Culprit: medium-scale 

ionospheric irregularities. Floor due to multipath 

at mobile device reached with < 20km inter-

station distance.

𝜎𝜄 = 7 mm

𝜎𝜄 = 2 mmCompletely 
eliminate 
ionospheric and 
tropospheric 
errors as a factor



Longhorn Dense Reference Network stations under test prior to deployment 
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GEOSLAM: Global Electro-Optical SLAM
Cooperative mapping at decimeter accuracy for all-weather localization

Goal: Decimeter-
accurate visual and 

radar features 

GNSS-INS provides 
initial pose and 
global reference 

Merges globally-
referenced maps 

from multiple 
sessions

Cooperative fleet 
refinement of map



CDGNSS solutions are high-confidence 5-cm accurate, but not continuously available   



Lines drawn between independent CDGNSS solutions from each of Sensorium’s two antennas   



Feature ID: 8898

Descriptor: 

0f 40 21 01 00 00 01 01 38 15 02 00 00 04 22 46 01 00 00 01 03 2b 45 24 

00 00 00 02 09 3e 16 00 5e 21 0a 02 03 04 07 1a 89 36 06 04 08 18 2d 89 

18 0d 0a 36 89 89 3f 2b 00 00 16 37 2b 10 01 00 2e 08 00 00 00 04 14 32 

89 89 66 16 05 03 01 14 0f 3b 89 89 67 0c 01 03 00 07 44 4c 13 00 00 00 

13 02 01 01 01 01 01 0d 03 15 2d 10 10 08 00 02 04 09 42 2c 04 04 02 01 

02 04 0b 0c 02 04 08 02

GEOSLAM ⇌ PpEngine

Unaided visual SLAM drifts with respect to the truthRobust image features offer excellent 3D 

constraints when visibility is good 
Globally referenced and disciplined with filtered RTK fixes

Feed GEOSLAM output as measurements to PpEngine

Pass 0
Pass 1





Isn’t this a self-fulfilling loop?
Aren’t the errors correlated?

Not if done carefully…



Map of 3D camera image features is 
means to an end: it can’t be relied on 
when visibility poor, but when visibility 
good, it can be used (jointly with GNSS)  
to obtain highly accurate vehicle pose 
with which a radar map can be built



A radar map is useful in all weather conditions.  

Our conjecture: In urban areas rich with radar reflectors, a radar map together 

with GNSS will be sufficient for 30 cm @ 95% accuracy 

Sensorium radar data: Delphi unit



Radar maps

GEOSLAM radar map 

using Sensorium’s 

Delphi radar





New experimental radar allows us to create our own waveforms and access the raw 

returns (not just processed tracking points) to create more informative radar maps

Sensorium radar data: Raw-data unit
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The general secure control problem envisions arbitrary manipulation 

of 𝑦 (e.g, deception and DoS attacks) and 𝑢 (e.g., actuator attacks)

2008

General Automated Control System Security



The UT Radionavigation Lab’s Focus:

Sensor attacks: attacks on sensors by 
manipulation of the physical fields (e.g., 
electromagnetic, acoustic, pressure, etc.) they 
measure – especially against navigation, 
timing, and collision avoidance system sensors





Defenders should seek to minimize, and attackers max., integrity risk

Analysis must encompass full defender-attacker closed-loop dynamics

Full analysis of complex differential games may be intractable, but 
useful results may arise from only “one level of gaming.”

Useful Concepts and Approaches 
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White Rose of Drachs:  65-meter, $80M research laboratory in the Mediterranean



Goal is not just to maximize 𝑃𝐷 for a fixed 𝑃𝐹, nor to minimize time-to-

detect for a fixed 𝑃𝐹 and 𝑃𝐷. For vehicle security, goal should be to 

minimize integrity risk for a given false alarm rate  

Bhatti & Humphreys,  “Hostile control of ships via false GPS signals: Demonstration and Detection,” Navigation, Aug. 2017



Generalization of notion of integrity risk: 
The cost of deciding for hypothesis 𝒊
depends not only on which hypothesis is 
true, but more precisely on the 
parameters of the attack: not all attacks 
are equally costly. 

Use 𝑪[𝒊, 𝜽] to model cost, not 𝑪𝒊𝒋



The Power-Distortion GNSS Spoofing Defense

Authentic (blue) and spoofing (red) signals 

interact in the correlation domain.  To eliminate 

interaction, spoofer must either null or 

overpower the authentic signals.  Nulling 

difficult: requires accurate knowledge of length 

of and fading along signal path.   

Wesson et al.,“Receiver-Autonomous GNSS Signal Authentication via Power and Distortion Monitoring,” 2017, accepted.

We have determined the optimum decision 

regions for a combined power and distortion 

hypothesis test to indicate clean (green), 

multipath (black), spoofing (red), or jamming 

(blue).  Costs are expressed as fnc. of 

spoofing power, delay, and phase.
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A.J. Kerns, D.P. Shepard, J.A. Bhatti, T.E. Humphreys, “Unmanned aircraft capture and control via GPS spoofing,”  Journal of Field Robotics, 2014

Analysis of interplay between defender and attacker must consider full 

closed-loop system including: (1) vehicle dynamics (including state 

estimation and control), (2) defender’s detection strategy, (3) predictability of 

defender’s control actions, and (4) attacker’s state estimation system
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